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About This Game

Solitaire fun for the whole family! For how long will you manage to escape from the zombies this time? So far, all rescue
attempts have been futile. Once again you will have to prevail in engaging Solitaire matches and exciting Match 3 duels. Use

your sweet ammo to treat those pesky zombies to a sugar shock! Escaping from zombies has never been that much fun!

3rd instalment of the hit series "Zombie Solitaire"

Wacky multiple-choice adventures in which your decisions influence how the story develops

Engaging zombie tale full of fun ideas

Optimized and even more challenging solitaire levels

100+ exciting levels

Numerous power-ups and useful wildcards
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Challenging Match 3 duels

Entertaining mini games of various genres such as adventure quests and puzzles

…and lots of zombies, of course!

MORE OF OUR GREAT CASUAL GAMES

https://store.steampowered.com/app/820910/Last_Resort_Island/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/755950/Fantasy_Quest_Solitaire/
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Could probably be fun as a board game with friends. By yourself. Zero enjoyment. There isn't a single feature in this game that
hundreds of games don't do better.. I really enjoyed this VR storytelling experience. Can't say too much as to not give away any
part of the story, but definitely give this a try. You won't be disappointed!. This game was a bit of a mixed bag for me: I'm not
sure I'd say it's a good game, but I definitely enjoyed playing it. The campy horror aesthetic and variety of settings made for an
enjoyable experience, even if the story itself is fairly bare-bones. The villain, in particular, I found to be a bit bland, but their
voiceover made them an entertaining-enough foe.

Technically, the game is a fine example of a HOG: there's a fair amount of back-and-forth trundling throughout the game, but
the addition of fast travel in the game's map made that much more tolerable than it otherwise would have been. Unfortunately,
this wasn't the case for the bonus chapter, and I found myself repeatedly going back to the start of the game one room at a time,
only to have to return to my last location and repeat the process all over again. That said, the bonus chapter is much shorter (only
8 rooms), and there are no achievements tied to it, so this might not be a problem for you.

All in all, this game definitely has drawbacks, and it could do with a bit more polish. That said, if you're a fan of the genre, or
you're just looking for something to spend 2 hours on, you could do worse than Demon Hunter.. Satazius is a side scrolling
shmup in the style of Gradius and R-Type. So it has a level design unlike most shmups these days. The weapon system where
you have a your primary weapon and two secondary weapons. The secondary weapons you can switch during the game. You
shoot both the primary and the secondary weapon at the same time. So you got quite some fire power. But the game is designed
around it. You also got a special weapon that you need to charge. And you can collect upgrades for your weapons. The controls
are good and there is controller support. The artstyle looks good although it's a bit generic. One thing I didn't like is that the
game has a very low resolution. But you can play it full screen or windowed. The music also doesn't do it for me. But if you are
looking for a shmup Satazius is a great pick.. Alea Jacta Est is an absolutely wonderful game. Focusing on any Roman time
period of signficant importance from the times of the dictator "Sulla" to Julius Caesars glorious rise to power, and even the war
of control by his heir Octavian. I won't lie, like many AGEODS titles this game requires patience to learn, but the tooltips soon
become your friends and you are playing without a doubt the most detailed game focusing on the period. Nothing is left out,
even Senators of the time can often be spotted commanding entire legions. I try a Sulla Campaign here, I hope it gives you an
idea of what to expect. Ave and good luck!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEkGUxdVoB4. An in-depth review of Colony On Mars!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eQkN4k_BF_Y&t=198s
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Doesnt work for Rift Users, dont fall for it , do not buy it on Steam Store, patch still isn't out or fixed it at all :/

[UPDATED]

Since the games major update for Rift and touch support i have happily been playing!, all works perfectly, can see what the vive
users have been saying aha this is an absolute realistic and amazing tool , one of the most engaging experiences on VR Yet!, very
keen to see where it heads. :P. This game is terrible.. this game sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. indie garbage. Really cheap
and fun game... and not all that easy :). I've played every monster hunter since the first. Its not for everbody, but this one is great
:). Kennys GF is very Hot. Only 3 tracks from 3rd dmc.
No my favourite cerberus battle's song.
However,I still prefer to replace default soundtrack by this or 4th ost.. A very great text adventure game. It has some very
interesting characters and a satisfying enough choice system that makes doing multiple playthroughs actually interesting. If you
enjoyed games like Heros Rise or choice of robots u should enjoy this .

Hotfix update v1.12 !:
 Hotfix v1.12 notes :

New contents : . Watch now! ��:

Join us in watching these top 8 incredible teams from yesterday’s 2v2 tournament: Phoenix, [GF no] [MW go], A-team,
Masterrs, Vind a la LiDa Loca, Juniors, Shroomatic and Caipirinha.

Win special unique prizes by joining the stream https://www.twitch.tv/opnoobsonline

Tournament bracket: [Link]

What do they have in store for us today?
Good Luck Warriors!
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. Halloween Sale, START!:
Hi All

The Halloween sales have started and Witch-bot Meglilo is 50% off in the sale!

Let's fight using the ability to stop time and warp to safer location sin a barrage of attacks and bullets. Sine Meglilo can dress up
in different outfits, there is a small sense of Halloween here too.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/437020/WITCHBOT_MEGLILO/

If you haven't played Witch-bot Meglilo yet, please take this opportunity to check it out. If you are already enjoying it,
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considering gifting it to a friend during the sales!. Summer Resort Mogul released!:
Hurry up to get additional discount on Summer Resort Mogul!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1061120/Summer_Resort_Mogul/. Changelog 28:
V0.0.8.0a

Hey guys

A small patch that will fix a few issues in the game.

But we added save games to Steam Cloud so you are able to play your saves from any PC from now on.

GAMEPLAY. Up to 80% off in the Lunar New Year Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

Happy Lunar New Year! The Steam sales have kicked off and there are celebrations all around.

We have set a whole bunch of amazing Playism games on sale, with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page or on the Playism blog[blog.playism-games.com].

On top of having up to 80% off, we also have some exciting news!

Touhou Luna Nights - Announcing the next update and end of Early Access. R128 is now live!:
MPQ 128!
"Trapped in time"
Check out the latest character additions and events!
Various bug fixes and character balance changes.
For full update notes (English) visit d3go.com.
Thank you for playing!
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